Multifunctional building on the water
«Triumph»

Respected the jury!
The project "Multifunctional building" Triumph ". I hope this project will fit into the architecture of the city of Helsinki
and will produce no less effect than the effect of Bilbao. In Helsinki, as in many capitals of the world, very little land
for large, grandiose projects, but there is water, and it will save Helsinki. About water heritage of the city and he says
jury chairman Michael Sorkin - from such an exciting site right on the water, we hope to find new ideas on the
distribution, participation and cooperation, and not just an anachronism other conventional protective shell for even
more of the traditional media too familiar artistic production ".
This project is so versatile and does not depend on the area of construction, which can be combined in one place
everything in itself. And this car park from the beaches to the navigable part, the huge concert halls, libraries, museums,
art exhibitions, hotels, shopping areas, restaurants, different activities for children and adults rainforest with a huge
artificial waterfall and exotic animals, playgrounds and more. Analogue of such a project in the world does not exist,
and due to this, it has a huge advantage, and it is a huge area, attracting the attention of tourists, not spent a single
square meter of urban land in the city on the water, fire safety, has additional modes of transport, and water air,
regardless geographically unique attraction of the city of Helsinki.
Another option is the use of multi-functional facilities a huge stadium. How the jury sees it, he can be a football or ice
stadium, but clearly this stadium will be a masterpiece of world sport. Conducting world competitions of any level with
the stadium for Helsinki will always be a winner.
And it will be interesting and not usual, if you build the two structures apart from each other at a distance, such as the
one in the South Harbour and another place in another harbor, they can interconnect cable car located on the shores of
the Gulf. This will be the most environmentally friendly mode of transport between facilities. Very nice view from the
windows of the booths will observe people, whether tourists or citizens, as they will go, see all the beauty of the bay
and surrounding areas than from the windows of the bus is already boring. Marinas located near these facilities will be
very convenient for those who will be sailing on their own yachts in Helsinki.

